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I. INTRODUCTION 

Newspapers and journals have been crowded with stories of mergers, 
acquisitions and company restructurings that have kaken place in the 
wake of the introduction of the Euro. Europhoria is running high and 
it seems that the time has come to prepare for a return to the econo- 
mie and business reality. While in the UK the debate on the sense and 
the non-sense of joining the Euro is still in full swing, on the conti- 
nent the question to ask has now changed from 'do we want a single 
currency' and 'how do we introduce it' to 'what shsuld we do with the 
single currency' and 'what does it mean for our company strategy, rea- 
iiy7. 

According to a recent report, 80% of financial and retail compa- 
nies believe that there wil1 be some effect of the Euro on their busi- 
ness (Spikes Cavell and Co (1998)). Most of this type of studies have 
focused on the technica1 aspects of the Euro: have the systems been 
adapted to the single currency? Can the accounting department hand- 
le billing in Euro in stead of marks or francs? Can financials be ma- 
naged in Euros? On various occasions, researchers have also asses- 
sed the degree of readiness of companies, institutions and govern- 
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ments to these technica1 aspects. During a recent seminar, a survey 
revealed that while 77% of the organizations surveyed for this study 
claimed to understand fully the implications of the Euro introduc- 
tionl one should still wonder what these implications will be, parti- 
cularly those of a strategic nature. 

These have been less studied so far, eclipsed by al1 the concerns 
about the operational change-over. What does the Euro mean for cor- 
porate strategies, and particularly for the European strategies and or- 
ganizations of multinational corporations? Is the Euro strategic at all- 
if so, in what way? Does it open new business opportunities? Or has it 
just been an operational nuisance? These questions form the subject 
of this paper, where we will focus on the strategic implications of the 
Euro for non-financial companies. We will not directly interfere with 
the macro-economic, or politica1 debate (or only to the extent that po- 
licy should take account of the impact or implications of the Euro on 
strategic business issues2). 
We address these questions against the background of our year-long 
research in a wide range of industries and companies on the develop- 
ment of European strategies and organizations3. 

First, evidence will be shown on how companies regard the Euro 
as strategic. Then, we will turn to the underlying strategic questions 
with special focus on what the Euro could mean for market and price 
convergence. We will discuss the potential for new value creation in 
an integrated European market. Finally we will argue that while the 
introduction of the Euro as such is nol strategic from a corporate per- 
spective, companies can make the Euro strategic, as a catalyst, in the 
context of the management of the overall European strategy process. 
We will warn against overextended expectations and the 'anti-strate- 
gic' potential of the Euro. 

11. IS THE EURO STRATEGIC? 

While the operational impact of the Euro should not be underesti- 
mated (and we share the concern of recent reports, as mentioned abo- 
ve), the research question that lies underneath this paper is what the 
Euro means for corporate strategies in the European context. 

Let US first look at what managers theinselves say about this: 

=S A survey done by the European Accountants Federation  FEE)^ 



concluded that only one out of two coinpanies saw strategic impli- 
cations of the Euro for their company. Strategy was only 10th on 
the list of priorities for adaptation to the Euro, far beyond 'accoun- 
ting and financial reporting' (which was cited by 84% of the people 
surveyed as strongly affected by the Euro). 
Another recent report by the Economist Intelligence Unit (Krem- 
pel (1998)) listed EMU only on the list of driving forces behind 
European shared services restructuring (an important component 
for the development of pan-European strategies) and was cited by 
only 20% of the respondents. 
Uet another survey shows that the respondents do not view the Euro 
as a positive business opportunity. 

"Most  c o m p a n i e s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  E u r o  as  a t e c h n i c a l  
a n d  o p e r a t i o n a l  i s sue  i n  t h e  f i r s t  p lace"  

All these findings point in the same direction and are in line with our 
own, more casual, impressions out of exchanges with management 
teams in various industries. Most companies tend to consider the Euro 
as a technical and operational issue in the first place, and wil1 hence 
devote their attention and effort to these aspects, rather than to the 
strategic implications. 

One may find this surprising, or even alarming. Some observers in- 
deed have pleaded for a broader understanding of the Euro implica- 
tions. The CF0 of one important European multinational complai- 
ned about the isolation of the financial department in his company 
when preparing for the post-Euro era5. He and some of his colleague- 
managers are warning that the Euro effects are not just felt in the fi- 
nance department offices alone, but that the whole company should 
be involved. 

ket US take a step back from this evidence and try to think through 
the strategic implications of the Euro introduction. In order to do this, 
we should ask ourselves how the conversion to a Single Currency chan- 
ges the key strategic questions (or answers to these questions) that 
companies are facing up to: 

1. How does the nature and structure of our industry look like and 
what forces are at hand in changing it? Particularly, what pressu- 



res for market convergence do we see in our industry and compe- 
titive landscape in the European scene? 

2. What new opportunities for (or threats to) value creation and va- 
lue capturing will arise at the company level? Particularly, what op- 
portunities for increased efficiency and cross border segmenta- 
tion can be expected in 'Euroland'? 

3. How will the basis and sustainability of our competitive advantage 
vis-à-vis our competitors change in the Eurozone? What is the dif- 
ferential effect of the Euro on different types of players in our in- 
dustry? 

When thinking through these strategic questions and the impact of 
the Euro, we arrive at the conclusions that the effects of the Euro are 
not necessarily as ovenvhelming as some would like to make US be- 
lieve, nor are they as obvious or general as simplistic slogans in the 
current debate seem to imply. We will now elaborate on the reasons 
underlying this conclusion. 

111. TWE EURO AND MARKET CONVERGENGE 

In industry after industry, the million dollar question on the Europe- 
an scene has been since years: how much convergence do you have, 
do you want and wil1 you get in your business in the future? On the 
one hand companies fee1 the pressure to internationalize andlor in- 
tegrate their international operations, because of converging custo- 
mer preferences and potential cost advantages (typically economies 
of scale) or opportunities to follow their customers internationally and 
serve them in international networks (the so called network bene- 
fitsI6. On the other hand, numerous forces slow down market conver- 
gence and keep companies from reaping the above mentioned bene- 
fits. Gustomer preferences remain different because of social and cul- 
tural discrepancies in Europe, the cost advantages are lower because 
of structural barriers (legal, tax, social, language, etc) and the net- 
vvork benefits nniniinized. A constant analysis of the globalizationl 
Europeanization and localization pressures in your industry and a con- 
tinuous monitoring of the inarket evoliitions are then necessai-y. 

In the analysis of these pressures, it is important to go to the lo- 
west level of detail possible: it rnigbt be that different functions or tasks 
in yoeir company wil1 be differently affected by the above mentioned 
global-iocal forces. In addition, it is key to take adynanzic ~ i e w  on the- 



se forces affecting your industry and company: the globalization pres- 
sures are certainly changing, while the barriers or localization drivers 
might fall. As a consequence of these continuous evolutions, timing 
issues play a key role. 

In our research, we have observed many cases of expecting 'too 
much integration, too soon': companies acted as if their business was 
global or European, but in fact the bulk of the business remained lo- 
cal in nature. For example: Federal Express was ai1 early mover in the 
European package delivery business, delivering excellent services at 
competitive prices, only to realize that the parcel delivery business in 
Europe was mainly fociised on intra-national deliveiy services, and was 
hence not sufficient to maintain the service level and infrastructure 
of Fedex. After a couple of years of significant losses, Fedex in early 
1993 decided to retract and focus their European operations on the 
transatlantic services only. 

The opposite is dangerous as well: too little integration too late 
might be unsustainable vis-&-vis the competitors. The Dutch truck ma- 
nufacturer, DAF (Verdin e.a. (1995)), had trouble facing up to com- 
petitors that had moved further in the internationalization and inte- 
gration of their European activities. Hence it was not able to survive 
as the successful independent players it once was and went bankrupt 
in 1993. The restarted company, the New D M ,  was sold to Paccar of 
the US in 1996. 

Tt is al1 about monitoring the business, understanding what is going 
on, and adapting the international strategy accordingly. It is not be- 
cause your business is today mainly local by nature, that it will still be 
in five years time. On the other hand, it is not because some of the 
globalization barriers fa11 or are believed to fall, that al1 of a sudden 
your business is global or European. There might still be considera- 
ble localization drivers. 

Only a continusus in-depth analysis of the industry and market your 
company is operating in, at the right level of detail, will tel1 you how 
the nature of the business and competition is cbanging, and how fast 
it is going. This should allow you to set reasonable expectations in 
terins of the bellefits reapable of internationalization andlor integra- 
tion. Our research has allowed US to summarize tbc 5 key aspects for 
a good Pndustry and market analysis: 



TABLE 1 

Huw to analyze your business: 
Here are 5 key aspects fur a good industty and rnarket annlysis 

1. J3c biased: question standardization and pan-European iiitegratioii. 
2. Distinguish bctwcen level of convergence and rate of change 
3. Timing is key: avoid 'too much too soon' or 'too litlle too late' 
4. You nced systems for contiiiuous monitoring and scanning the environmerit 
5. Once you can see the benefits, it might be too late: you nced a 'market vision' as wc11 

The question is how much weight the Euro is putting int0 this glo- 
bal-local balance in your industry and company. Although one should 
be careful generalizing, we tend to conclude from our research that 
this effect is minima1 in most industries and rnarkets. We fear that the 
expectations of the Euro effect on the rnarket convergence might be 
overextended. 

IV. OVEREXTENDED EXPECTATIONS 

Many people seem to be expecting 'the world' of Sanuary 1999. It looks 
or sounds 'déja-vu or -entendu7: the Euro 1999 hype resembles to the 
overextended expectations of a 'really unified market' in the post- 
1992 Europe. 

The European Internal Market program aimed to eliminate some 
of the barriers for market convergence in Europe: European coinpa- 
nies had often been found lagging behind their worlidwide competi- 
tors in terms of competitiveness and profitability (European Comiis- 
sion (1996)). A Conference Board Europe (Blackley e.a. (1997)) stu- 
dy confirmed that a significant amount of restructuring has taken pla- 
ce within Europe in the wake of the European Unified Market, belie- 
ving that Europe 1992 would finally integrate the European market. 

Having followed several companies and industries operating in Eu- 
rope closely for years now, we have also observed many disnppoint- 
Inents within companies with segard to the results obtained from their 
corporate restructuring and strategylorganization integration pro- 
ject~.  

One reason for this disappointment we think might be the conclu- 
sion that the European market was not really as uniform as anticipa- 
ted, and hence less or limited benefits of integration could actually 
be reaped. 



e Although 1992 implied really important regulatory and policy measu- 
res to open up the markets in inany sectors, with important de-re- 
gulation, liberalization, and opening up of borders; the effects of 
1992 were generally overestimated. Several sources and studies 
came to tlie conclusion that the 1992 Delors Program did not chan- 
ge the (Euro)world the way it was expected: 

o A study from the European Commission indicated that although 
the expectations were that over one third of the economic bene- 
fits of the 1992 program would come from increased economies 
of scale, it has been argued that the amount of scale economies 
was lower than expected. The study suggested that with hind- 
sight (much) less of these scale benefits actually have inateria- 
lized (Commission of the European Community (1996)). 

o A Eurostat business survey supported these findings by indica- 
ting that 53% of the companies surveyed admitted that the 1992 
Internal Market program had no affect on their business. 

But if the impact of the Internal Market program was limited, we ar- 
gue that the effect of the Euro on market convergence may turn out 
to be even more limited. After all, for most industries (except maybe 
financial services sector and directly related industries) it is in the first 
place a purely technica1 and 'accounting' change with implied IT and 
processing issues. 

e The impression we have is that 1992 was not only overestimated in 
terms of the total effect, but at least in terms of the timing. One exe- 
cutive from a European company confirmed: 

"The question is when Europe 1992 will come. In some indus- 
tries, Europe 1992 already happened in the mid 1980s, in some 
other it will only happen in the next centuly. As such Europe 1992 
has only a symbolic value." 

Market convergence has not started with the Euro (which makes that 
companies should have thought about this and acted on it long befo- 
re the Euro was implemented), nor will it end with the Euro (Europe 
is not one market, a lot of barriers, some of them more important than 



the currency, remain). This is a much larger problem. Karel Van Miert, 
European Commissioner observed recently: 

"Forîy years after the signing of the Treaty of Rome and the Euro- 
pean Conzmurziîy for Coal and Steel, we are on the verge of a real 
integrated European Market - for coal and steel7." 

"Wow long  wil1 i t  b e  b e f o r e  m o r e  F i a t s  a r e  s e e n  
d r iv ing  o n  t h e  F r e n c h  r o a d s  t h a n  R e n a u l t s ? "  

The Euro is not going to make the European market integrated over- 
night! How long wil1 it be before more Fiats are seen driving on the 
French roads than Renaults, even though the car manufacturing bu- 
siness is considered to be one of the most global? Europe is not Eu- 
rope yet, even after the Euro: the real integration is in fact a long way 
off. 

e For others the integration may never come: 

"On the one hand you have al1 the big dreams of the industry and 
on the other hand you have the dreams of the European autho- 
rities - and in reality you have the local situation. " Eric Van Keer- 
bergen, Coditel. 
"We glibly talk about a European system, but in realiîy we are tal- 
kingabout 15 sovereign states", Bryan Allworthy, Merril Lynch. 

"The  m o r e  i m p o r t a n t  t h e  J a n u a r y  d a t e  s e e m s ,  
t h e  m o r e  o p e r a t i o n a l  t h e  E u r o  c o n v e r s i o n  is." 

s By creating attention to and hype around the January 1 (1999 or 
2002) date, olie contributes to a dangerous kind of end-game falla- 
cy8. Some observers or analysts are speaking as if al1 bets are off on 
January 1 1999 or 2002. Take positions before that date, and expect 
to see on that date or soon after it, who is the winner and who is the 
loser! This 'casino' view of business is not productive and deviates 
management from real strategie issues. The more important the Ja- 
nuary date seems, the more operational the Euro conversion is. 

What is key is that companies realize that this tendency towards ho- 
mogenization is an ongoing process that they should monitor and 
adapt their approaches accordingly. Even more complex and difficult 
are the organizational process issues developed below. 



There are plenty of other forces at work in industries, on cost and 
market side: globalization of economy, evolutions in technology (a ma- 
nager once said to US that he expects more price convergence from 
the internet, than from the Euro), Y2K, deregulation, regionaliza- 
tion of economies (EU, Mercosur, ASEAN, etc.), demographic evo- 
lutions, to name only the most important ones. And al1 of these affect 
a broad range of industries and companies, and indeed change 'the 
name of the game7. The effects of these forces on the degree of mar- 
ket convergence and the global-local balance in industries are real. 

The Euro is a very smal1 piece of this constantly changing puzzle. 
The net effect of introducing a single currency, amidst al1 these other 
evolutions, should therefore not be overestimated for non-financial 
companies9. A similar conclusion was drawn from a recent analysis of 
the expected Euro effect on different industrieslO. 

V. THE EURO AND PRICE GONVERGENCE 

An often heard claim is that the Euro will speed up price convergen- 
ce across Europe, sometimes called 'a key strategic implication' of the 
Euro. In the above mentioned survey of FEE, marketing and parti- 
cularly pricing are number two on the list of focal areas for Euro adap- 
tation (no surprise of course, since prices wil1 have to be expressed in 
Euro in stead of local currency!) But what is in our interest is to know 
if this makes the Euro strategic: will the Euro on its own lead to in- 
creased price convergence across borders? The expectation (or fear 
for some) lives in numerous multinational corporations that the pri- 
ce differences within the Euroland will gradually disappear, and wor- 
se still, that prices will converge to the lowest level (the so-called pri- 
cing time bomblo). 

Although the Euro-pricing debate has been going on for years now 
(e.g. in the context of the 1992 program), the question now is if we 
really should get homogeneous prices al1 over Europe because of the 
Euro? Let US think through what the Euro means for the price diffe- 
rences in different products and services. 



A. Consumerproducts 
Let US look at a sample. 

TABLE 2 

Piices ofselected goods and services (in dollars) 

SOZLTCK: Business Week (1998)  

Why do we have these price differences? 

1.5 liter bottle of Coca Cola 
Big Mac 
Liter of unleaded gasoline 
Dry-cleaiied mcn's shirt 
Pair of Levi's 501 jeans 
Compaq Presario 2240 
One day rental car, Mercedes C 
One hour translation 

o The demand for certain products is depending on local condi- 
tions, like e.g. weather conditions (Coca Cola) 

o The prices of certain products is heavily dependant on tax sys- 
tems e.g. gasoline 

o Customer preferences might change significantly across coun- 
tries, e.g. Big Mac and jeans trousers 

o Competition can allow for larger or smaller margins, e.g. com- 
puters. 

France 
1.05 
3.08 
1.03 
4.57 
83.00 
1,348.00 
110.00 
104.00 

Belgiiim 
2.05 
2.86 
0.93 
3.68 
71.00 
1,316.00 
154.00 
89.00 

These price differences have been existing (and been significant, for 
some products) for years. Consumers have been aware of them and 
have accepted them without an Euro. Now let US see: how many of 
these gaps wil1 really be closed simply because of the Euro? 

o Will the Euro change local conditions, like weather? 
o Will tax systems harmonize around Europe because of the Euro? 
o Will customer preferences be adapted? 
o Will competition change once the Euro is there? 

Germany 
1.89 
2.67 
0.87 
2.43 
81.00 
917.00 
103.00 
78.00 

For years now customers have been able to buy a car in other Euro- 
pean countries, but still, the Fiat Marea SX 1.6 liters sedan is priced 
ECU 16,692 (including taxes) in Belgiurn, and costs ECU 19,203 (tax 
incl.) in the Netherlands. Even for products where one would expect 

Italy 
1.65 
2.48 
0.94 
3.75 
69.00 
1,208.00 
253.00 
55.00 

Spain 
1.14 
2.38 
0.73 
2.92 
70.00 
1,267.00 
113.00 
39.00 



significant arbitrage and price sensitivity (for consumer durables, like 
cars), it looks grossly exaggerated to expect uniform Euro-prices from 
day one of the Euro calendar! It is liard to believe that the purchasing 
habits of Belgian or Dulch consumers will change, once they have an 
Euro. Research on this domain has indicated that the price differen- 
tial will only be reduced or eliminated once the trade barriers, of which 
the importance is different from one industry to another, are really 
removed (Verboven (1998)). In addition, the EU exemptions for care 
distribution arrangements have nothing but sustained these price dif- 
ferences. 

Let US take another example: one can buy toys from the Same chain, 
like Bart Smit, in Antwerp (Belgium) and in Breda (Metherlands), only 
40 kilometers away from each other. For quite some time, the toys 
have had dual pricing, olie in guilders aiid one in BEF of course only 
the BEF price has been valid in Belgium. The Belgian price is equal 
to the Dutch price multiplied by 20, although the exact exchange rate 
between Belgian Francs and Dutch Guilders has been 1 8 . 3 ~  for years, 
only Roating a couple of centimes (within the European Monetary Sys- 
tem). Of course, when translating the Antwerp and the Breda price 
to Euros, the difference in price wil1 become clearer, or will it? Ei- 
ther the prices will be equalized (which would be foolish for Bart Smit 
to do) or we wil1 just have one price in each location (probably diffe- 
rent from each other). The point is: customers have been able to com- 
pare the Bart Smit prices for years and they realize they could get the 
Same toy cheaper in Breda. Should tliat mean that Bart Smit should 
decide to lower the Antwerp price (or even less likely increase the Bre- 
da price) as of January 1 1999 or 2002, because it will al1 be in Euros? 
Wil1 the Belgian customer from that date on be willing to travel to Bre- 
da to get the toy cheaper there? That sounds silly. To some extent, 
the price differences for consumer goods have sustained because of 
the transportation costs, even more when these costs are relatively 
high in comparison to the overall cost of this type of purchase. 

The assumption of price homogenization for consumer products 
grossly underestimates the sophistication of consumers and the exis- 
tence of various differences across Europe beyond currency differences. 

The broader point is that there are many real reasons of economic 
and strategic nature wliy prices for the Same goods differ from one 
place to another. It would be foolish to assume that these reasons wil1 
disappear because of a single currency. If anything, transparency rnay 
decrease as most consumers wil1 nat at al1 be used to the role of the 



Euro and dual pricing (with their own national currency) will conti- 
nue for some time. 

"Transparency  is on ly  o n e  t iny e l e m e n t  
r e spons ib l e  f o r  ex is t ing  p r i c e  d i f fe rences"  

Transparency is only one tiny element responsible for existing price 
differences. The main reasons are the different cost and market struc- 
ture and thus will not significantly change just because of the Euro. 
We can see this in the US market where despite the use of a single 
currency for years, price differentials still hold. 

B. Business-to business products 

For business-to-business marketing (where transportation costs are 
relatively less important), it would be false to expect professional 
buyers only to 'notice' the price differences across countries, after the 
Euro got introduced. Professional buyers have been sophisticated for 
years: those buyers probably got to a point where they understand how 
many of the price differentials are really due to the different curren- 
cies (and have consequently squeezed producers to eliminate these 
differences) and how many flexibility producers have for lowering pri- 
ces within the economic rationale. Will the Euro for those buyers and 
producers make as much of a differente as some people make US be- 
lieve? 

Research conducted by the European Commission (Diercx (1998)) 
has confirmed that generally, the price dispersion in Europe has de- 
clined between 1985 and 1993. Potential causes of the price conver- 
gence in that time range was the increasing competition and globali- 
zation of the economy. The Same research has indicated that this de- 
cline in price dispersion however has slowed between 1993 and 1996, 
notwithstanding the 1992 program and the high expectations that pri- 
ce convergence would be sped up, rather than slowed down. Various 
factors have been pinpointed in this report to explain the remaining 
price differences in 1996: structural factors (preferences, tastes, trans- 
portation costs), behavioral (market segmentation, product differen- 
tiation), policy reasons (regulation, taxation). Will the Euro have any 
effect on these factors? 

Of course, from a public policy standpoint, we could not agree more 
that if the Euro introduction will act as a catalyst or a stick to force 



other substantial changes in integration (tax, social, legal, etc.), the 
real underlying differences responsible for some of the cross-border 
price differences could start to disappear. But for this, we need to first 
get some of these substantial changes beyond 1992 or beyond what 
we have seen so far. In that sense, the Euro can act as a trigger or ca- 
talyst at the public policy level to push through other (more impor- 
tant?) regulatory measures (cf. The Euro as a catalyst at the corpo- 
rate level, below). 

While the Single Currency might increase the transparency of the 
prices in Europe, it may make price differences less acceptable from 
a social and politica1 point of view. Consumer organizations will un- 
doubtedly increase the pressure on producers to eliminate 'unfair' pri- 
ce differentials, but we should realize that much of these differences 
are due to various factors, external to the Euro. Differences in trans- 
portation costs, different taxation, differences in competitive situa- 
tion, different preferences, to name only a few, will remain having an 
impact on prices and their different levels, and they should. The risk 
is even there that the politica1 pressure will force companies to uni- 
formize prices beyond economic logic. 

"Even  w i th in  a fu l ly  i n t e g r a t e d  m a r k e t ,  
r e g i o n a l  p r i c e  d i f f e r e n t i a l s  will  c o n t i n u e  t o  exis t"  

The conclusion from the European Commission research goes even 
further by saying that: "Even within a fully integrated market, regio- 
na1 price differentials will continue to exist.". This seems to make sen- 
Se, but is often overlooked in the current debate. It is fair in that con- 
text to refer to the US example: they have been working with a single 
currency for years, and still considerable price differences exist, most- 
ly for good (market-conform) reasons. 

Our argument implies that companies should not rush int0 price 
homogenization, because of a switch to the Euro. Companies that do 
so, might price sub-optimally and lose opportunities for price discri- 
mination, and jeopardize their own profitability, in the extreme case 
(the 'too much, too soon' trap). If companies set homogeneous pri- 
ces or will be forced to lower the price differentials, the danger is that 
they might even go against the economic rationale, which says that 
the price differences that are explained by economic relevant factors 
are justifiable and should therefore be maintained. 



VI. THE EURO AS OPPORTUNITY FOR WEW VALUE 
CREATION 

Having said al1 this, is there no chance í'or the Euro to open new op- 
portunities for value creation? The Euro may make company mana- 
gement better aware that market segineiitation, and price discrimi- 
nation along pure geographic dimensions are increasingly becoming 
obsolete. The underlying rationale for tliis evolution, a converging 
rnarket, is however not depending on the introduction of a new cur- 
rency. If the Euro speeds up this tendency, it is only because the in- 
creased transparency forced companies to do what they should do or 
sliould have been doing in any event. The Euro tlius only acts as a ca- 
talyst in this process (see below). Price discrimination and market seg- 
mentation will continue to take place, but maybe less on purely geo- 
graphic dimensions. It is however our expectation, that if that is the 
case, this change will not happen overnight. This type of convergence 
in one way and divergence in another will take a long time to be ope- 
rational and effective. 

More importantly, it should not be forgotten that market integra- 
tion (when and if it really becomes a reality) should not eliminate dis- 
crimination or segmentation (in prices e.g.), on the contrary, it might 
exactly unleash opportunities for more segmentation or discrimina- 
tion rather than less -but on 'economie' relevant criteria, rather than 
(artificial?) geographic ones. The Euro can contribute to this deve- 
lopment and this paper can be an illustration of how at least it helps 
fostering the debate about and hopefully also the insights into these 
underlying issues (again the Euro as catalyst). The Euro might hence 
have some strategic consequences because it makes companies awa- 
re of more rather less chances for customer responsiveness. 

"Hf t h e  E u r o  i s  g o i n t  t o  h a r m o n i z e  you r  s t r a t egy  
a n d  p r i c ing  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  wha t  have  

you b e e n  wa i t i ng  f o r ? "  

It is important to realize that market convergence (and as such rnay- 
be aiso the Euro), wil1 have an effect on value creation opportunities 
(see second strategic question above), but then in the opposite direc- 
tion than some people are trying to make US believe. Some compa- 
nies seem to foolishly run int0 a 'one size fits all' strategy, because of 
the Euro. This is false: if the Euro is going to harmonize your strategy 



and pricing in particular, what have you been waiting for? It probably 
means that your pricing and strategy was previously sub-optimal. 

In addition, a standardized strategy misses the real message that 
market convergence allows for better segmentation rather than re- 
quires necessarily pure standardization. Market convergence wil1 al- 
low companies to (better) serve cross border customer segments, that 
could not economically be served before. We should prepare for more, 
not less complexity, because that is why a lot of value creation can take 
place. 

VII. SO IS THE EURO REALLY STRATEGIC? 

We therefore warn against simplistic slogans and generalizations be- 
cause they overlook the need for nuance and company specific ans- 
wers. In principal, we can not answer the question whether the Euro 
is strategic, for your company. It requires a company specific answer 
to be formulated after a careful and detailed analysis of your industry 
and company. In this exercise, management should try to should look 
at the broader picture of changes in the European market forcing for 
more integration on the one hand and enabling close customer res- 
ponsiveness on the other hand. 

The Euro and market convergence might have a differential im- 
pact on companies in your industry: the Euro could mean different 
things for smal1 companies than for larger companies, for European 
os non-European companies, established or newcomers. 

Nevertheless, we anticipate that for non-financial cornpanies, chan- 
ces are high that the Euro effect is negligible and is as such not going 
to make a significant difference on the strategy side. Except of cour- 
se, if the Euro is properly used as a catalyst. 

VIII. THE EURO AS A CATALYST 

" A l t h o u g h  we t h i n k  t h e  E u r o  i s  n o t  s t r a t e g i c ,  
i t  c a n  b e  m a d e  so."  

Although the actual (positive) impact of EMU on corporate strate- 
gies se ems reatly overdone to us, top management can use the Euro 
as a catalyst for discussing and speeding up or jumpstarting major cross 
border strategy and organizational integration that is long overdue. 
Integration is then taking place not because of the Euro. The Single 
Currency introduction is a catalyst to start (thinking about) the inte- 



gration" or to unlock the blocked integration process. Although we 
think the Euro is not strategic, it can be made so. 

The better way in our view to make the Euro 'strategic' is by using 
it as a catalyst for European strategy and organizational enhance- 
ment. 

e The introduction of the Euro can help to bring forward the strate- 
gic re-evaluation and discussion on how much integration and in- 
ternationalization is required to be successful (and to raise the stra- 
tegic questions mentioned above). The question how much Euro- 
pean coverage or European strategy and organization is needed, has 
in our view barely changed because of the Euro. The Euro just helps 
to bring it up or revisit it. 

e Or it can be used as a trigger to push the internal integration pro- 
cess that has not really taken off so far or has got stuck along the 
way. For instance, the proactive companies have already started eva- 
luating what organization 'learning by doing' they have got out of 
their Euro team experience. 

For excellent companies that have been managing their integration 
process well, the Euro should not make much of a difference12. They 
have started the debate long before the Euro and have managed the 
process of integration successfully. Along these lines, a Hewlett Pack- 
ard manager stated about the Euro: "I find it too easy, so I wonder if 
I am doing something wrong. It is a no-brainer for US" (Krempel(1998)). 
This seems to make a lot of sense to US. 

For those companies however that have not thought about a Euro- 
pean strategy or succeeded to make it happen, the Euro can be made 
strategic if it is used 

e To re-evaluate their overall strategic position, and to re-consider 
their (pan-) European strategy and organization in particular, 

e Or to get a long overdue or slowing integration process moving 
again. 

IX. MANAGING THE PROCESS 

Using the Euro as an enabler is fine, as long as you know what you 
are doing and when it is part of a process that is properly managed at 
the highest level. Othenvise, management risks a 'the tail wagging the 



dog' syndrome, whereby it uses the Euro (or say Euro-pricing) to get 
the bigger debate starting. It is important to manage the consequen- 
ces of it properly. For instance, the financial services integration wit- 
hin part of Hewlett Packard Europe in the wake of the introduction 
of the Euro, was being considered an enabler within the company it- 
self to move the integration process further13 and managed accordin- 
gly 

Our research in various companies from different industries, has 
made US conclude that company integration is a long process which 
should be carefully managed. Even when the benefits of integration 
are conceptually rather obvious, we have observed many cases where 
the management failed to (fully) reap these benefits, because they mis- 
managed this process (Verdin e.a. (1997)). The transition from a do- 
mestic to an international player, or from a multi-national to a pan- 
European player, requires a lot of time and effort. The following quo- 
te confirms: 

"Few chose the 'smal1 is beautiful' route, prefem'ng to develop into 
large pan-European players. They grossly underestimated howe- 
ver the cost and time of reshaping the portfolio. Al1 in all, it took 
them twice as long and the operation was consequently twice as 
expensive as they had anticipated." Bain and Company News- 
letter, September 1995. 

We have observed companies that took more than 20 years14 to set- 
up an integrated strategy and organization, and have done so by a 
strong vision combined with persistent effort and a willingness to lea- 
rn from trial and error. They finally succeeded because they realized 
how important it was to pay attention to the management of the pro- 
cess. They saw the complexity of making it happen: it was not just a 
matter of moving from situation A to situation B. This move from A 
to B changed intrinsically the way business was done and went to the 
heart of the business. 

This research has allowed US to draw some genera1 conclusions in 
terms of key success factors in the management of this process. The- 
se elements have also been corroborated in recent research about the 
increasingly important area of shared services in Europe (Krempel 
(1998)). 



TABLE 3 

How to manage the integration process: here are 10 key aspects we Izave found to De of 
critical inzportance for success 

1. You need a shared vision and top coininitment. 
2. Pace the integration process properly: go slow if: 

" you have the time and are prepared to experiment and learn 
': you Iiave secured and shared a long-terin vision aiid sustained commitment hut 

do iiot expect too much too soon, build critica1 mass and do not get stuck in the 
middle! 

3. Go quickly if: 
:' the result is more urgent than the proccss (i.e. in extcrnally imposed crisis) or the 

path lias been cleared long beforeliand (i.e. cïeate internal crisis) 
'"OU are sure you do not want to go back to your starting point anyhow but be sure 

to incliide in the change al1 crilical diinensions at once. 
4. Identif'y the integration diinension(s) crucial for long term success for the busiiiess 

or industry (these might change over time). 
5. Lead iiitegration initiatives oii many dimensioiis of the business to build spillovers 

and critical mass. 
6 .  Include initiatives with quantifiable and short term integration benefits. 
7. Build the required culture, support (iiicluding reward systems, etc.) for the integra- 

tion to function. 
8. Involve and provide demonstrable benefit to the local management. 
9. Keep options open and maximize learning potential but be decisive and make clear 

choices wlien conflicts arise. 
10. The best vision is rooted in sound analysis: 

" adapt the integration to tlie appropriate degree of market convergence. 
* continuously ask: where is the ecoliomic benefit? And are we getting it? 

Soz~rce: P. Verdin et. al. (1997) 

It is not enough to tel1 people how strategic the Euro is, and then 
simply ignore the management of the integration process. A number 
of side conditions need to be in place. 

If the Euro is turned into a strategic project, it should also be con- 
ducted at the right level in the company organization. When the Euro 
is an excuse for re-thinking the business system and international ap- 
proach and strategy, it should not be left in the hands of staff people, 
who happened to be responsible for the technical aspects of the Euro, 
only. We have seen a company that initially set-up a Euro-team (with 
staff people, including accounting, finance, etc.), but soon split it up 
in two sub-projects, dealing with the technical or the strategic aspects 
of the Euro. The strategic aspects were indeed important in the com- 
pany, because the European strategy had not been thought over in- 
depth and implemented (as) successfully (as possible) so far. But the 
problem was that the Euro-project team was supposed to lead this type 
of strategic re-evaluation of the business. If Euro is used as a catalyst 



to get the process going, top management should clearly take its res- 
ponsibility and commit to and lead the integration and re-evaluation. 
The top management should make sure that: 

The expectations are wel1 managed and realistically formulated 
s The different trade-off's that wil1 undoubtedly be required, are 

made. It is like Glaude Mancel, Vice President Research and De- 
velopment P&G Europe, witnessed with regard to the integration 
process: "It was the fimt time we had to make decisions that were good 
for all of Europe and bad for particular individual co~intries. " 

e The required resources are dedicated to make the integration hap- 
pen 

B The process of integration is constantly rnonitored, energized and 
followed up. In our research, it has shown that top comrnitment and 
vision from the top on the market is really making a difference in 
the chances for success. 

e A long term perspective is taken: a long term view in this type of 
exercises is another factor that often determines success or failure. 
Although it might be good to look for some short term benefits (so 
called 'early wins'), it is key to take the long term view. If one rea- 
lizes that this type of integration projects has taken several years 
(up to even 20 years) in some companies, it should be clear that an 
overly narrow time frame can kil1 the project, unless the necessary 
conditions are in place to let the shock-therapy work. Often, this 
type of 'big bang' approach is only possible when the pressure on 
the market has become untenable. Even in this scenario, it has pro- 
ven that although the majority of the project can be finished in a 
very short time period, the longer term follow-up on the company 
position in the market remains key. In our research it has shown 
that the pace of the integration process influences its chances for 
success (either shock therapy or slow and steady). 

IX. CAREFUL §O THE EURO DOES NOT BECOME 
ANTI-§TRATEGIG 

Companies should constantly think about (and rethink) their inter- 
national position, strategy and organization. The Euro can serve as a 
trigger to do this or as a way to get things moving in the company. Let 
us warn however for some possible dangers: 



FIGURE 1 

"Shock Thel-apy" VS "Slow and Steady" 
Effectiveness A 

Shock 
Therapy Slow & Steady 

e The Euro can distract from thinking about international strategy. 
In that case, the Euro is not only not strategic but even anti-stra- 
tegic. Some companies are too busy getting their systems adapted 
to the Euro, and are focusing time and resources on getting ready 
for the technica1 aspects of the Euro conversion. Even to the ex- 
tent that they overlook the real strategic issues in their business. 

o The shared services survey confirms that the opportunity cos- 
ts of the resources dedicated to Euro conversion are not negli- 
gible: "Frequently, because of the immense resources needed 
for these implementations, companies have been unable to 
pursue other strategic growth initiatives" (Krempel (1998)). 
The concern grows that the Euro keeps some companies away 
from the real strategic questions and management challenges, 
and other real new business opportunities. 

o The estimated cost of the Euro conversion in the insurance in- 
dustry for example accounts for £5 billion according to the Fi- 
nancial Times (1998). This cost is for most industries a big one 
time write-off against which the benefits are only small, unsu- 
re and spread out in the future. 

o A study of Deloitte and Touche on the impact of the Euro on 
the retail sector (Deloitte and Touche (1997)) confirmed that 
there wil1 be a gap in timing between the actual costs (short 



term and high) and the benefits (long term and believed to be 
outweighed by the substantial costs). Can you imagine what 
would happen if companies dedicated this kind of resources 
to a strategic re-evaluation and process management in their 
business? 

c The danger of using the Euro to get 'things going' is that it overly 
emphasizes January 1999 or 2002 date and focuses systematical- 
ly on the E-day as the final deadline. As mentioned before, the 
real strategic question about the degree of market convergence 
wil1 not become relevant or irrelevant once the Euro is there, on 
the contrary. If companies only have eye for the short term questi- 
ons (focused on the Euro), they might lose sight on what is really 
important: a long term view on how the industry and company 
position is evolving as we have explained above. If the Euro pre- 
vents companies from taking this long termperspective, the whole 
exercise might turn out to be anti-strategic. 

"If a c e r t a i n  acqu i s i t i on  o r  merge r  d id  n o t  make  
s ense  b e f o r e  we h a d  t h e  E u r o ,  why would  i t  t h e n  al1 

of a s u d d e n  b e  jus t i f i ed  because  of a new cu r r ency?"  

Another danger are unwarranted rnergers and acquisitions and 
other restructurings. The expectations of the Euro are high and 
many deals, mergers and acquisitions, and restructuring are done 
in anticipation of EMU, as if the Euro is al1 of a sudden going to 
change the way business is done in their industry and customers 
buy. Embarking on integration projects because of the Euro, one 
should realize that 1999 is most likely not going to shake up the 
fundamentals and economics of their industry. Except possibly 
as a self fulfilling prophecy: if al1 players believe that the Euro is 
going to change their business and the competitive game, and start 
acting according to it, you indeed get a different industry struc- 
ture and competitive game at the end of the day. But sooner or 
later, we have to come back to reality: if a certain acquisition or 
merger did not make sense before we had the Euro, why would it 
then al1 of sudden be justified because of a new currency? 



XI. CONCLUSION 

Convergence is certainly taking place in the European market, but it 
seems to take much longer than anticipated. That is because diffe- 
rences across borders and barriers for integration are far more com- 
plex than those resulting frotn different currencies. Managing the com- 
plex strategic and organizational challenges implied are mucli. more 
time consuming. This is not to say that market convergence should be 
slowed down or that companies should give up integrating their stra- 
tegies. On the contrary, it only pleads for realism in managing the pro- 
cess and the expected outcomes. We should definitely continue the 
road we have entered, and any excuses for pushing the market con- 
vergence and company integration, like the Euro, are of course wel- 
come. 

"If t h e  E u r o  r ea l l y  m a k e s  such  a big  
d i f f e r e n c e  f o r  you ,  c h a n c e s  a r e  t h a t  you a r e  

( o r  s h o u l d  b e )  i n  t r o u b l e  anyway!" 

Intrinsically, the impact of the Euro on strategies however, looks li- 
mited. Let us state this a bit more provocatively: if the Euro really ma- 
kes such a big difference for you, chances are that your are (or should 
be) in trouble anyway! It means that either you are unprepared ope- 
rationally for the Euro or your strategy was grounded on a very weak 
basis. Pt is highly unlikely that the Euro only wil1 really make you less 
(or more) competitive, and if it does, it probably means that your com- 
pany is (relatively) un-competitive anyway, even without an Euro (or 
that you missed out on already previously emerging business oppor- 
tunities). Grand new business opportunities are not likely to open up 
overnight. 

What one needs to do, in any event, is to constantly re-evaluate its 
industry and position in it. But the process of reflecting on and mana- 
ging how you should compete in the changing European market and 
competitive environment should not be affected by the date of Janua- 
iy 1 1999 or by January 1 of any other year! 

NOTES 

1. Peoplesof-Deloitte Consulting Sunrey results, presented during the "Share Services 
Executive Foruin", December 11, 1998, Brussels. 

2. This paper is addressed to ai1 academic and practitioners audience in the first place. 



3. Based on about two dozen of in-depth and year-long industry and company case stu- 
dies (most of which have been piiblished), complemeilted with as many mini-cases and 
presentations or articles for international academic and practitioners audience (see re- 
ferences in back). 

4. See Financieel Econoinisclie Tijd, September 1998 or on "http://www.tijd.bc" under 
heading 'ondernemen'. 

5. C F 0  Europe, October-November 1998. 
6. This analytica1 frame work is discussed in greater dctail in Verdin and Van Heck (1999 

forthcoming). 
7. Address by Karel Van Miert, European Commissioiler, at the opening of tlie MBA pro- 

gram K.U.Leuven, September 1997. 
8. This point has received only sporadic attention, see e.g. Financial Times "Merger Gam- 

bit", (1997). 
9. Even for the financial sector, voices have been heard that the Euro effect is there inorc 

limited than some would like US to believe, like in Praet and Wibaut (1998). 
10. A key contribution on this topic has been made by Simon and Kucher (1993). 
11. See also presentation Dr. Rainer Saezle, Nestle, Center for European Policy Studies 

Working Party on Euro and Corporale Strategy, July 1998. 
12. We have studied some in greater detail, like e.g. Procter and Gamble Europe, 3M 

Europe. 
13. Presentation of HP senior manager at the "Shared Services Executive Forum", December 

11, 1998, Brussels. 
14. Long as this may seems, it is still inore optimistic than the estimate of the former C E 0  

of Pirelli who said "Twenty, 30 or 50 years from now, European companies wil1 be mul- 
tinationals in the basic sence of the word." 
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